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Reflectivity variations off the Peru Coast'
Evidence for indirect effect of anthropogenic sulfate
aerosols
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Abstract.

reflectivity is available for the years 1979-1992 in a 1.25ø

Using reflectivity measurementsfrom the Total Ozone

longitudex 1ø latitudegrid [McPeterset al., 1996].

MappingSpectrometer(TOMS), we showthat overthe
months when stratocumulus clouds are prominent off

Results

and

Discussion

the Peru Coast,the ultraviolet(UV) reflectance
of two
marine sites is consistently higher than that of the surroundings. The regions of reflectivity enhancementcoincide with large anthropogenicsulfate aerosolemission
sources,and the magnitude of the enhancementhas a
strong seasonaldependencethat is related to the seasonal cloud movement. We proposethe indirect aerosol
effect as a plausible explanation for the reflectivity observations.

Introduction

Anthropogenic sulfate aerosolsmay impose radiative
perturbations on climate by directly scattering the so-

lar radiation (the direct effect) and by modifyingthe
clouds(the indirecteffect) [Charlsonet al., 1992].Serv-

Reflectivity of[ the Peru Coast is shownin Figure 1 for
selectedmonths. The reflectivity for each month is constructed by averaging over the years from 1979 to 1992.
In February, the high reflectivity region, associatedwith
the marine stratocumulus clouds, lies south of the Peru
Coast. In May, the high reflectivity region movesnorth
to the Peru Coast, and two reflectivity maxima become
visible. Movement of the high reflectivity regionis probably associatedwith changesin the distribution of subsidenceassociatedwith seasonalchangesin the Walker
circulation, the Hadley Cell or more localized circulations. In August, the high reflectivity regionmoveseven
closer to the Peru Coast, two strong reflectivity maxima are observed. In November, the high reflectivity
region leaves the Peru Coast, moving south, while the
two maxima

are still observable.

Data

of intermediate

ing as cloud condensationnuclei, sulfate aerosolsmay
increase the number of cloud droplets while reducing
the droplet size. This would increasethe cloud reflec-

years 1993-1994 and 1996-1999 from Meteor-3 TOMS

tivity [Twomey,1974;Charlsonet al., 1987],and may

features.

months

show similar

and Earth

also inhibit precipitation and increasethe cloud lifetime

Probe

results.

TOMS

Additional

continue

data

for the

to show the described

The UV reflectivity is usedhere as a proxy for the top

[Albrecht,1989].Becauseof its potentialfor producing of atmosphere(TOA) broadbandvisiblealbedo. TOA

an important climate forcing, the indirect aerosoleffect
has drawn much attention, yet remains highly uncertain. Further constraining this effect is thought to be

broadband visible albedo measurementswere made by

the Earth RadiationBudgetExperiment(ERBE) [Barkstrom, 1984], althoughtheir grid (2.5ø x 2.5ø) is too

essentialfor predictingclimatechange[Charlsonet al., coarse for them to be directly used in this study. We
1992;Joneset al., 1994]. In this letter, we showsome compare in Figure 2 the monthly ERBE visible and
interesting reflectivity observationsof[ the Peru Coast
that may be related to the indirect effect of anthropogenic sulfate aerosols.

TOMS

Data

mosphericResearch(NCAR) [Hurrell and Campbell,
1992]. Both data are regriddedinto a 5ø longitudex

UV

measurements

over the ocean areas of[ the

Peru Coast (90ø-70øW,25ø-5øS).Data from February,
1985 to January, 1989 are used. The data that we
use have been modified by the National Center for At-

The reflectivity data usedin this study are the Nimbus- 5ø latitude resolution for the comparison. A linear re-

7 Total OzoneMappingSpectrometer
(TOMS) monthly lation is found (r-0.94), with a slopecloseto unity
reflectivitydata (version7) [McPeterset al., 1996]. (0.95+0.06). This is expectedgiventhat albedovariThe TOMS reflectivity measurementswere taken in the

ultraviolet (UV) at local noon. The Nimbus-7TOMS

Copyright2000 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

ations of these regions are mainly due to clouds and
cloud albedo is insensitive to wavelength in the short
wavelengthlimit. There is an offsetof 5.8+1.5% as the
clear sky albedo of the ocean areasof[ the Peru Coast is

higherin visible(•-10%, Harrison et al. [1993],Figure
2) than in the TOMS UV measurements
(•-4%, Herman
and Celarier[1997],Plate 1).
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Figure 1. The climatological
UV reflectivity
for eachmonthis constructed
by averaging
the TOMS measurementsoverthe years1979to 1992.The reflectivity
mapsfor February(a), May (b), August(c), andNovember

(d) areshown
forthePeruCoast.Thecoastline
isover-plotted
onthemaps.In thiswork,wefocus
onthemarine
regions,
i.e. the regions
westof thecoastline.
Twomajoranthropogenic
SO2emission
sources,
Lima(77øW,
12øS)
andIlo (71øW,17øS)
aremarked
bythex symbol.
Contours
areover-plotted
onthemapsfrom24%to

42%,in stepsof 2%, for the marineregions.The monthlysurface
windstressaveraged
overthe years1979-1992
areoverplotted
foreachmonthin arrows.The directions
of the arrowshavebeenreversed
sothat theyarethe
sameasthe winddirections.
The lengthof the arrowon the upperleft cornerof (a) represents
a windstressof
0.5 Nm -2.

The consistencyin locations of coastal maxima suggests that the reflectivity enhancementis related to
sourcesfixed in geographicposition. The fact that maxima are stronger when clouds are closer to the coast
suggests
that the enhancement
is tied to the clouds.
Marked with crosssymbolsin Figure 1 are two large

condensation
nuclei(CCN). Utilizing the spectraldependenceof the radiancemeasuredby the multi-channel
TOMS instrument, an uncalibrated aerosolindex has

beenderivedusinga residuetechnique [Torreset al.,
1998].Negativeaerosol
indexrepresents
the presence
of
small non-absorbingsulfate aerosolsthat are typically
SO2emission
sources,
Lima (77øW,12øS)andIlo (71øW, of anthropogenicorigin. Unfortunately,the amount of

17øS).The SO2emission
rate is • 180,000Ton/year sulfate aerosolis not readily retrieved since the detecaround Lima and • 275,000Ton/year for Ilo, as doc- tion dependssensitivelyon the brightnessof the underumentedby the Global EmissionsInventory Activity lying reflectivesurface. Over bright reflectivesurfaces
aerosols
be(GEIA) [Benkovztz
et al., 1996].The largeamountof (e.g. clouds,snow/ice),the non-absorbing
SO2 emissionis related to copper smelting. Lima and
Ilo stand out as two major emissionsites, as other re-

comeundetectable. Nevertheless,the so-derivedaerosol
index does show considerablenegative values along the

gionsalong the coast mostly have SO2 emissionrates Peru Coast (not shown).
Monthly surfacewind stressdata, taken from the Nalessthan 5000 Ton/year per 1ø x 1ø grid.
Largeamountsof sulfateaerosolsmay form from the tional Centersfor EnvironmentalPrediction(NCEP) /
emitted SO2 and contribute a large number of cloud

NCAR Reanalysis
Project [Kalnayet al., 1996],areav-
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fate aerosolsaffecting the cloud albedo based on inter-

40

hemisphericand transoceaniccomparisons[e.g. Kim
and Cess, 1993]. In these studies,the intrinsic vari-
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35

ability of the cloud field presentsthe chief difficulty, as
the meteorologicalconditionsare highly variable on the
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cross-ocean-basin scale. Off Peru's coast, most of the
aerosolsare emitted from two point sources,which may
serve as two strong plumes. The concentrated emis-

25

sion may produce large aerosolconcentrationgradients
along the coast and allow observableindirect effect signals within relatively short distances. Therefore, the
natural variations of the cloud field, chief difficulty in
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Figure 2.
Comparison of the TOMS UV reflectivity and the ERBE visible albedo over the

quantifyingthe indirect aerosoleffect [National ResearchCouncil,1996],wouldbe considerably
smalleras
comparedto the cross-ocean-basin
scalestudies [Kim
and Cess,1993].

If related to the indirect aerosol effect, the reflectivity
observations described here suggest a stronger
oceanareasoff the Peru Coast (90ø-70øW,25ø-5øS).
seasonal
dependencethan suggestedby model studies.
Monthly data from February, 1985 to January, 1989
are used. Both data are regridded into a 5ø lon- For instance,model studiesby Feichter et al. [1997]
gitude x 5ø latitude resolution for the compari- found that the indirect sulfate aerosol forcing off the

son. A linear relation is obtained (r=0.94) with Peru Coast is around-4 to-5 Wm -2 for both JanAERBE=5.8(+l.5)%+0.95(+0.06)RTOM$ using least uary and July, with January forcing slightly more negsquare fit.
ative.

Given

the difference

in the solar insolation

off

the Peru Coast(20øS-10øS)
betweenJanuaryand July,
eraged over the years 1979-1992 for the selectedmonths
and over-plotted in Figure 1. The directions of the arrows have been reversed so that they are the same as

the wind directions. The length of the arrows represents the magnitude of the surface wind stress, which

their results imply that the effect of anthropogenicsulfate aerosolson clouds in July is about 1.5 times that
in January. In Figure 1, however,we seethat the reflectivity enhancementis totally absent in February when
the main cloud region lies far away to the south of the

equalsCapV2. V is the wind speedand p is the air SO2 emission sources. The same is true for January.
density. The drag coefficientCa is ,.• 1.5x10-3 over On the other hand, the reflectivity enhancementin Authe oceans and may be several times larger over land

gust is on the order of 10%, corresponding
to a forcing

[Holton,1992]. Offshorewindsof ordera few m/s are of roughly-35Wm-2 givena solarinsolationof ,.• 350
Wm-2 in Augustfortherelevantlatitudes.Thisimplies

generally observed along the Peru Coast. This would
bring polluted continental air off the Peru Coast into
the marine

environment.

a localized indirect aerosoleffect that is strongly tied to
the cloud field that is near the aerosol source region.

Clouds off the Peru Coast are mainly stratocumulus. Correct modeling of cloud migration would therefore
These cloudsare highly reflectiveand strongly affected be essentialfor estimating the indirect effect of sulfate

by aerosols,both in the cloudreflectivity [Charlsonet
al., 1987]andthe cloudlifetime [Albrecht,
1989].Many

aerosols.

model studies predict a significant indirect aerosol ef-

Conclusion

fect off the Peru Coast [Joneset al., 1994; Boucher
and Lohmann,1995;Jonesand Sl•ngo,1997]. As seen

Using TOMS reflectivity measurementsoff the Peru
Coast, we find consistent reflectivity enhancement over
regions near major aerosol emission sourceswhen the
related to the marine stratocumulus close to the SO•
emissionsources. Stronger enhancementalso coincides marine stratocumulus clouds are prominent. The inwith stronger offshorewinds that bring polluted air into direct effect of anthropogenic sulfate aerosolsappears
the marine environment.
Based on the above discusto be a plausible explanation. The observedreflectivsion, the indirect effect of anthropogenicsulfate aerosols ity enhancementhas a strong seasonaldependencethat
appears to provide a physically plausible explanation is related to the seasonal cloud movement. The localfor the reflectivity observations,although we note that ized reflectivity enhancementexists probably as a consewithout in situ measurements, the indirect aerosoleffect quence of the point emissionsourceson the Peru Coast,
remains only as a plausible explanation and no conclu- as they may produce large sulfate aerosolconcentration
sive link can be drawn.
gradients and observableindirect aerosoleffectswithin
The indirect aerosol effect has been observed in, for a short distance. If so, studies over this region would
example,"shiptracks" [Coakleyet al., 1987]and cloud encounter lessintrinsic variability of the cloud field and
modificationby smokeparticles [Kaufmanand Fraser, reduced difficulty in quantifying the indirect aerosolef-

in Figure 1, the reflectivity enhancement is strongly

1997]. There are alsoindicationsof anthropogenic
sul-

fect.

We also note that the marine

stratocumulus

clouds
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off the Peru Coast may play an active role in the trop-

ical circulation [Miller, 1997]. Perturbationson these
cloudsmight affect the global climate as well.
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